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INTRODUCTION 

Foglight® Performance Analysis for SQL Server provides workload analysis and 
performance tuning for the SQL Server database environment.  When performance 
degradation occurs, Performance Analysis helps you find the most efficient methods 
of resolving the root issues. Moreover, Performance Analysis enables both DBAs 
and developers to work more efficiently. 

This technical brief explains how my company came to adopt Performance Analysis 
and the benefits we realized: increased DBA and developer efficiency, reduced 
troubleshooting time, and a 25% drop in development costs. 
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CHALLENGES 

Getting a Clear Picture: 
The Limits of Native Tools 

“What happened last night?” I was often asked this question in my role as a 
production database administrator (DBA). For example, if a batch run took five 
minutes too long, people would naturally want to ask me if I knew why, and how I 
would make certain everything would run smoothly tonight. But my typical 
response to the question was, “I don’t know; I was asleep.” Still, there remained a 
simple truth: I should have had an idea of what happened last night, right? 

Microsoft SQL Server has a handful of rough tools that can give you some information 
about past events. But you do not always get the entire picture. Some tools are very 
good at getting one piece of the puzzle and some tools are good at getting other 
pieces, so you spend a lot of time trying to put the whole puzzle together. And in the 
end, your best response to the question of what happened last night is often 
something like, “Looks like the network was slow—I think.” Not only is this 
troubleshooting process incredibly inefficient, but it does not inspire confidence in your 
customers, who look to you for details and facts, not opinions or assumptions. 

Wrestling with In-house Solutions 

To supplement or even replace native tools, many organizations develop some 
monitoring tools of their own. However, in-house solutions always seem to be 
incomplete, and continually working on the tools reduces the time DBAs can spend 
on their primary functions.  

For example, I started building my own set of monitoring tools, and many of them 
worked fairly well. But they always seemed to be lacking the feature I needed to 
solve the problem at hand. I would often hear myself explaining to someone that, 
“Yes, of course we have some monitoring tools in place, but they just were not built 
to capture …” and then mention the one or two things that were missing. And there 
was always something missing. Moreover, performance issues don’t generally recur 
on demand, so I never knew whether all the time I spent enhancing my tools would 
actually enable me to capture the details I needed when the issue surfaced again. 

Because I seemed to always be modifying the tools, I found that I was spending 
more of my time as an application developer and less time as a database 
administrator, so I wasn’t as available to help people with design questions or to 
performance-tune their queries. There are only so many hours in the day, right? 
But when your customer wants—nay, demands—an answer to a performance issue, 
you feel you need to work on that particular issue, and you miss the bigger picture, 
even though as a DBA, you should always see the big picture first.  
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Choosing a Third-Party Solution 

When my organization reached a breaking point, the decision was made to bring in 
a third-party tool to help us to answer that simple question, “What happened last 
night?” We had a handful of requirements in mind. Specifically, the tools needed to: 

• Be non-intrusive 

• Capture all activity, at all times of the day 

• Provide real-time and historical analysis 

• Determine baseline metrics based upon individual server activity 

• Alert or notify us for important issues pertaining to the server baselines 

• Provide some reporting capability 

With those requirements in mind, we started evaluating some products. After a few 
months of searching and testing, we chose Quest Software’s Foglight Performance 
Analysis, which satisfied all of our requirements. The ability to slice and dice both 
real-time and historical data was a wonderful benefit for our team, but more 
important was the significant time it saved us when we needed to troubleshoot 
issues, both past and present.  
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USING FOGLIGHT PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS FOR 
SQL SERVER 

Getting Around 

When you connect to your instance with Performance Analysis, you are greeted 
with the home page by default. At the top of this page you will see five tabs, which 
enable you to quickly navigate through the tool. For example, to examine real-time 
data, click the Real-Time tab; for historical information, click the History tab.  

 

Figure 1. Tabbed interface enables easy navigation  

Viewing Overall Health of Your Instance 
at a Glance 

The home page displays the overall health of your instance including workload, 
performance and system utilization: 

 

Figure 2. Instance health can be viewed at a glance. 
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Getting Expert Advice: Performance 
Advisories 

Performance Analysis also offers Performance Advisories that include not only a 
detailed report about what the advisory is for, but also a detailed action plan for 
resolving the issue at hand: 

 

Figure 3. Step-by-step action plans help you resolve performance issues. 
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Viewing Real-Time Activity 

After examining the overview of the instance and reviewing the advisories, you can 
click the Real-Time tab to see the activity hitting the instance: 

 

Figure 4. The graphic representation of real-time performance is easy to understand. 
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Focusing In 

Performance Analysis allows you to slice and dice the information in several ways. 
First, you can drill down into a particular resource, such as CPU or I/O, or you can 
drill into a particular session. Alternatively, you can change the time range 
displayed (the last hour is displayed by default). For example, you could narrow the 
focus to just the past fifteen minutes.  

To go back further in time, simply click on the History tab for additional time range 
options. In addition, the menu on the left enables you to quickly filter on a 
particular session, SQL statement, users, or databases, as shown below: 

 

Figure 5. Use historical filters to view performance over any time range. 
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VALUE FOR DEVELOPERS AS WELL AS DBAS 

The DBAs at my organization continued to play with Performance Analysis, slicing 
and dicing our way through a wonderful amount of detailed information. Then it 
happened: everyone in the room had the same thought at the exact same time. We 
looked at each other with amazement and everyone tried to get the words out first: 
“Wouldn’t it be great if our developers had this tool so they could see the effect 
their code has on the box as they build their apps?” 

For years, our developers had struggled with tuning their code. With native tools, they 
often focused on the wrong things, such as the queries with the longest durations, 
instead of the actual performance of the application. They were often unable to really 
view application activity, saying things like, “We don’t know what the code is doing.” 
And they were dependent on the DBAs for access to the tools and for troubleshooting; 
for example, we’d often hear, “The server is slow; please fix.” 

Performance Analysis solves all these issues. It enables our developers to see all the 
activity on a server in ways that the native SQL tools never could. They can slice and 
dice the data in real time, including drilling down into the performance bottlenecks at 
will. Instead of focusing just on the queries with the longest duration, they can now 
focus on any inefficient queries, regardless of duration. We estimated Performance 
Analysis saved roughly 25 percent of development time, and expected that figure to 
increase as the developers became more familiar with the tool. 

Our developers were no longer guessing as to where to focus their efforts; 
Performance Analysis allowed them to work efficiently and quickly. With the 
addition of the integrated SQL optimization component, they were able to get 
recommendations on how to write better code, learning along the way so that in 
the future they would be able to write better T-SQL right from the start. Moreover, 
they no longer needed to call a DBA every time the smallest thing interrupted their 
work; they could look for themselves, improving both their efficiency and ours, 
since we now spent less time in a support role. 

Another benefit to this efficiency was that we no longer needed to call for “all hands 
on deck” to resolve issues; they could now be resolved quickly by just a few people. 
For example, instead of needing to gather four people together for an hour to track 
down an issue, two people could resolve it together in 15 minutes—a huge cost 
savings. After about six months we really started to see the gains in productivity, 
without any increase in headcount. Since we were spend less time resolving issues, 
we had more time to spend administering the environment, which in turn reduced 
the number of issues that came up. No doubt about it: this was a win-win situation 
for everyone. 
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CONCLUSION 

Without question, the number one tool in our shop is Foglight Performance Analysis 
for SQL Server. It is more important to us than any other product, except of course 
Microsoft SQL Server itself.  
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